THE GREAT ESCAPE

Follow the maze from start to BOTH exits to reach the family meeting spot. Always know TWO ways out!

START
NEVER PLAY THE FIRE GAME

‘X’ out the items that are not safe to play with.
WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters below to spell fire safety words.

YSAT LACM _______________ KSOEM _______________
PSTO _________________ MRAAL _______________
ODPR _________________ LADI 191 _______________
FCIHE _________________ ECPATRI _______________
RFIERTKCU _______________ LNAP _______________
DREADL _________________ FEATSY _______________

PRACTICE FIRE SAFETY
How many words can make using letters from this message?

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
STOP, DROP AND ROLL

If your clothes catch fire, it is important to remain calm and follow these steps. First, quickly stop - do not run! Next, drop to the floor and cover your face with your arms and hands. Now roll, roll and roll. Practice often and be a Stop, Drop and Roll expert!
LEARN YOUR INFORMATION

It is important to learn your telephone number, your home address and your location in an emergency.

Practice memorizing your home address by writing it down in the space below.

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Practice memorizing your telephone number by writing it down in the space below.

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
TAKE THE
FIRE SAFETY QUIZ

1. If your clothes catch fire, you should
   A. Stop, Drop and Roll
   B. Run to put the fire out

2. If you see smoke in a room, you should
   A. stand up and run out
   B. crawl low under the smoke

3. If your home catches fire, the first thing you should do is
   A. Stop, Drop and Roll
   B. get out and stay out

4. A home exit plan has
   A. A meeting place
   B. A hiding place

ANSWERS: 1A 2B 3B 4A
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